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Partly cloudy today.
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Busted:
Greeks face alcohol suspension
by Carolyn Van Schalk
staff reporter

BG
Members of the Delta Upsilon "Ducks" try to push a giant beach ball across Perigrine
Pond on Sunday os part of the annual Waterwars, co-sponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity and Army KUTC.

in the

NEWS

Dad orders death

PERRYVILLE, Mo. (AP) — A man who
had killed his wife and a friend
was shot to death by his 13 year old
daughter, who said her father or*
dered her to do it, officials said.
Perry County Sheriff Franklin
Schmidt said the 13-year-old told
juvenile authorities her father had
threatened to shoot her if she didn't
shoot him with his shotgun.
Schmidt said Jesse Massey, 34,
of Perryville, apparently killed his
wife, Janet, 35, and friend. Larry
Wortz. 31, then wounded a 9-year-old
stepson in the Masseys' home Friday
night.

Doctor stabbed
MARIANNA. Fla. (AP) — A doctor
has been lured to a rendezvous and
stabbed for the second time since
he reported what he thought was a
high cancer rate in a little Florida
town, his brother said Monday.
Dr. Frederick Boedy. who was
slashed in the arm Sept. 15 and
whose carport caught fire three
days later, had already talked of
leaving the area to protect his family.
He was stabbed in the stomach late
Sunday or early Monday and was
recovering at Jackson County Hospital in Marianna, Pete Boedy said by
telephone from his home in Atlanta.
Boedy's attackers in the first
stabbing made a remark about him
being a Mormon, and a caller who
lured him from home before the
second stabbing did so by pretending
to be a Mormon missionary.

Pfelffer threatened
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — State Sen.
Paul Pfeifer. Republican candidate for U.S. Senate, said Monday
he sprained his back and injured his
hand after confronting a man who
had broken into his car.
Pfeifer. who lives his Bucyrus.
said he had arrived at a home he rents
on the near-north side of Columbus
late Sunday after a day of campaigning in the Cleveland area. He
said he parked the car, went inside
for about 10 minutes and was returning to the vehicle when he saw
someone moving around inside.
Pfeifer said he opened the car
door and a man emerged, crouched
as if he had a gun and ordered
Pfeifer to freeze.
"I didn't see a gun," Pfeifer
said. "(But) he went into a squat
position like he was preparing to
shoot."
Pfeifer said he fled down an
alley but slipped in a puddle.
"When I fell down, he started
coming after me," Pfeifer said.
"That did scare me. That spooked
me. I yelled a lot."
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GIBSON IS FIGHTING the situation as an individual so as not to hurt
the other members of the sorority.
The main goal of her fight, among
others, she said, is to see that all
living units, whether Greek units or
residence halls, be given a list of the
rules.
"We received a copy of the residence hall policy manual, but if this
happened, why would all of Alpha
Gamma Delta have to suffer for an
individual's act?" she said. "I just
want people to know that individuals
can hurt a whole chapter or a whole
floor."
see BUSTED page 4

University student arrested after stabbing
by Karen Kelly
staff reporter

the incident.
Caperno was also arrested by Campus Safety and Security in connection
with the incident. He is charged with
making a false statement to an officer, which is a misdemeanor offense.
Caperno faces a maximum penalty of
$250 and 30 days in jail.

A University student, residing in
Rodgers Quadrangle, was arrested
Sunday under charges of felonious
assault in connection with the reported stabbing of a neighboring resident.
John Savers, 18, of 322 Rodgers, was
According to safety and security
arrested Sunday by Campus Safety officers, the incident occurred early
and Security after reportedly stab- Sunday morning after an on-gding
bing Robert Caperno, 18, of 318 Rodg- argument that resulted in the apparers.
ent stabbing.
Caperno was treated and released
Following the incident, Sayers was
from Wood County Hospital following incarcerated in Wood County Jail.

Initial bail was set at $15,000. After his
hearing on Monday, Sayers was released on his own recognizance.
SAYERS' PRELIMINARY hearing
is set for October 6. If convicted,
Sayers faces a prison sentence between two to 15 years with a maximum fine of $7,500.
The case is still under investigation
according to William Bess, safely and
security director.
Sayers, by allegedly committing
the crime, also committed a trigger
offense which activates House Billsil
of the Ohio Revised Code, section

3345.22, according to Derek Dickinson, director of the Office of Standards and Procedures.
Trigger offenses are generally violence-oriented felonies which occur
within the vicinity of the campus,
Dickinson said.
"Under the trigger offense clause,
the student is entitled to a hearing to
determine if he or she should be
suspended from college based on the
alleged incident," Dickinson said.
THE HEARING will be conducted
by an attorney-at-law who is appointed by the Ohio Board of Regents.

Sayers' hearing is scheduled for Friday, Oct. 1.
Until the hearing, Sayers can attend
classes at the University.
"If the student is academically dismissed, a criminal conviction will
uphold the dismissal," Dickinson
said.
If the student is permitted to remain at the University, then he or she
will be placed on strict discipline
Binding the outcome of the trial,
ickinson said.
By law, if found guilty of the criminal offense, a student must be dismissed from tne University.

General classes found deficient

question is how far down have they said.
"OUR STUDENTS are very defiCritical thinking and problem solv- cient in mathematical skills since
gone," Casey said.
The report given to the University ing was another area found deficient they frequently have not taken
A report on the adequacy of the by the task force listed several areas by the task force in the report. Casey enough math in high school," Casey
University's general education where the University general educa- said many students feel that memori- said.
zation is the chief skill used in general
Casey added the task force tried to
courses released last week, found tion courses needed development.
some courses to be lacking in the use
education courses. Large classes in- reinforce the message to high schools
READING AND writing skills are vite passive spectatorship by students that four years of high school mathof basic educational skills, according
to Dr. Beth Casey, director of the not being developed adequately in in the classroom, creating an atmo- emetics is recommended for entering
college freshmen in the College of
Center for Educational Development.
Arts and Sciences.
The Arts and Sciences task force
"Fifty percent (of BQ graduates) said they wished . . . they
"A number of chemistry courses
was created two years ago by the
will be added to the core of general
suggestion of Academic Council to
would have had more critical thinking and problem solving,
education courses this fall that will
review all general education courses,
more reading and writing."
contain mathematical components,"
and assess their feasability and edu—Dr.
Beth
Casey
the report stated.
cational quality, Casey said.
Dr. John Eriksen, trustee professor
"At particular times we have had to
admit a number of students coming most general education courses, sphere of total memorization, sne of political science and co-chair of the
task force, said that these and other
into the University with low test according to the report. University added.
Some instructors need to inject findings of the task force will be
scores nationally, and their high instructors do not stress written paschool achievement significantly pers during periods when students more creativity and ingenuity for the presented to a new University-wide
lower than students 10 or 15 years being admitted do not possess good development of critical thinking in the task force, chaired by Casey, which
will review the observations made in
writing skills, it stated.
classroom, Casey said.
ago," she said.
"Reading papers is laborious (to
The task force also found a defi- the report and add to them.
"As faculty teach these students,
ciency
in
a
student's
training
in
comThe plans for implementation of the
they begin to lower their expectations instructors), and reading poor quality
course changes will go before Acain order to teach them, and then the papers is very laborious, the report putation and mathematics.
by Mike Towle
staff reporter

demic Council, Casey said, adding
that she expected no problems in
having the plan approved.
CASEY SAID that she finds the
implementation of revised general
education courses critical to the success of future University students.
"A survey of Bowling Green graduates found that 50% said they wished
that in their undergraduate years
they would have had more critical
thinking and problem solving, more
reading and writing," she said.
Casey said University faculty have
responded very positively to the findings.
"They changed assignments, they
changed the way the course was
taught," she said. "They got graduate
students out of the classroom, they
got faculty back in."
"I'm pleased, I think we've made
some constructive changes, and I'm
most pleased because I think we will
make more," she added.

Contempt decision
against prosecutor
postponed by judge
by Mike Towle
staff reporter

Wood County Judge Donald Simmons postponed a decision on a contempt of court citation against County
Prosecutor Betty Montgomery Monday in Wood County Common Pleas
Court.
The motion originated Sept. 21 when
Public Defender Adrian Cimmerman,
made the allegation that Montgomery
disclosed privileged information to an
expert witness in the case of the State
of Ohio vs. Rochelle Cook therefore
violating the security of a grand jury
proceeding^
County Prosecuter Alan R. Mayberry, defending Montgomery, questioned the jurisdiction of the court
since the Sixth District Court of Appeals filed a order Friday prohibiting
the Common Court (Judge Simmons
court) from further proceedings in
the case.

Reagan's claim false?
WASHINGTON (AP) — Internal records of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and a lawyers' study of Justice Department
operations contradict President Reagan's claim that his administration
has enforced civil rights laws more
actively than its predecessors.
An EEOC document obtained by
The Associated Press showed that,
contrary to Reagan's recent claim to a
black audience, the number of Job
discrimination suits approved by the
commission has dropped sharply.

Having established what it feels is a
fair policy regarding the new drinking
law, the University administration
has begun taking action against in
regard to policy violations.
At least two sororities and one fraternity have been accused of violation
of the drinking policy.
The Alpha Gamma Delta sorority,
allegedly in violation of the university
policy prohibiting any person under
the age of 19 from consuming alcohol,
has been put under suspension for the
semester, Cathy Gibson, a senior Interpersonal Communications major
and president of Alpha Gamma Delta,
said. The sorority may only participate in non-alcohol events, she added.
THE CHARGES against the sorority include consuming alcohol in public areas of the house and beer
chugging by a minor, according to a
letter Gibson received from Nancy
Hof, Assistant Director of Small
Group Housing and Greek Life.
Gibson, acting as a student independent of the chapter, is trying to find
out the implications of the charges,
she said.

"The charges are alleged," Gibson
said. "We knew nothing about this as
a chapter."
The question, however, does not
seem to be that the sorority is suspended, but that it has never received
any formal statement of the university policy, she said.
"The alcohol is not the issue," Gibson said. "Its just following the policies.
"If we did it, its great for the
university to enforce the rules. I'm a
rules person. But, did it happen?"

photo/Pat Sandor
_
1*1*. BrYm KHtntr, junior communications major, and Joyce DeBrosse, sophomore French
D3CJQ1I1
It education major, took part in the volunteer community clean-up sponsored by the Alpha Tou
Omega fraternity this past Saturday in Bowling Green.

Judge Simmons questioned the
prosecutor on the validity of an affidavit filed to the higher court since it
was missing the required signature
and stamp of a notary public, which is

required by law. The Judge asked
Mayberry whether or not the higher
court unknowlingly had acted on an
improperly filed case, which would
void any decision made by that court.
MAYBERRY SAID that to the best
of his knowledge the official copy
maintained the proper notification.
Judge Simmons however, maintained that the copy he received was
the official copy, identical to the one
received by the court of appeals,
which in its present form would be
legally deficient and make the higher
courts decision void.
Cimmerman stated in court Monday that the contempt charges
against Montgomery should be held
up, or the case against his client
dismissed.
Rochelle Cook is charged with one
count of endangering a child, and one
count of falsification, regarding a
statement she made in reference to
the endangerment case.
Judge Simmons said that the decision on whether or not Mongomery
did or did not commit contempt is out
of his hands until the higher court
makes its decision.
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OPINION

Changes in code
lack in necessity
In the midst of increasingly hazardous relations with the city of
Bowling Green, the University has developed a misguided view
of what their focus and purpose for existing should be.
Violations of city regulations have surmounted, and in order to
remain on cooperative terms with the city police department, the
University has deemed it their responsibility to punish students
who commit these violations. This is not a form of replacement for
the city's penal actions, but rather an addition to it.
The University's Student Code already stipulates that a student
charged with committing a felony must also appear before the
Office of Standards and Procedures, this institution's penal body.
Now University officials wish to add to Standards and Procedures'
case list those students who have committed misdemeanors, the
majority of whom would probably involve drinking and noise
ordinance violations.
A section of the Student Code states that University authority will
extend "only where its interests as an academic community are
distinctly and clearly impaired." Dean of Students Dr. Donald
Ragusa told the News last week that current research into the
feasibility of the regulation would involve defining what areas
constitute the University's interests as an (academic) community.
A University's main commitments should include contributions
in research and output of quality graduates. This institution has
found it necessary to try and help the Bowling Green City Police
Department monitor property within the city. Any benefits to the
academic reputation of the University are minimal in such an
action.
The major complaint among city police is that too much of their
patrol time is occupied by answering complaints of parties taking
place off-campus. Should it be the University's responsibility to
extend its jurisdiction past its property, thus infringing on student's
fundamental rights? Surely the city police can't expect the frequency of violations to remain constant. A rising problem with
noise and disorderly conduct resultin from off-campus parties
should have little bearing on the University's reputation as an
institution of higher learning.
Students who have chosen to live off campus no longer pay the
University for their housing. THis should conceivably waive the
University's right to dictate how students behave when residing on
personal property.
The News does not wish to advocate the violation of city
ordinances regarding parties - that is an issue concerning landlord,
tenants and the city law enforcement agency .But the University's
motherly hand will grasp out-beyond its proper reach if the
administration moves to categorize the problem as an academic
concern.

Tougher laws to aid
control of drunks

Drunk drivers kill an estimated 22,000 people on the highways
each year. Latest figures show 39 percent of Ohio's fatal
accidents are alcohol-related, compared to a national average of 50
percent. Not only do drunk drivers kill, but many escape serious
legal action and remain free to roam the roads, drinking and
driving dangerously. After years of lax laws, the Ohio legislature is
finally considering a proposal to toughen the state's drunken
driving laws.
The bill, drafted by Sen. Michael DeWine, R-Cedarville, gives
first offenders an alternative to the existing three-day mandatory
jail term: a chance to enter rehabilitation programs. It increases
from 30 days to 90 the automatic license suspension of anyone
taking chemical tests at the time of arrest and showing .13 percent
alcohol in his blood. The bill would also hand out a six-month
suspension - which is now 30 days - on drivers refusing to take such
tests.In addition, the bill requires incarceration of second- and
third-term offenders, and requires judges to document reasons for
plea bargaining with defendants convicted of driving under the
influence of alcohol, drugs, or both.
This Senate proposal was approved last week by a House
subcommittee and must be considered by the full House Judiciary
Committee, which will meet again in November.
Alcohol consumption is a socially-accepted activity and the
majority of legal-aged citizens imbibe. This does not mean that the
abuses of alcohol consumption should be ignored or glossed-over
just because "everyone does it." Instead, those who abuse it should
be punished. After all, if you are 19 years of age or older, the state
feels you are responsible enough to drink. And if you're responsible
enough to enjoy alcohol, then you should accept the consequences if
you abuse it, especially if you kill someone while you are driving.
Driving while under the influence of alcohol is an activity which
we all can avoid. It is unlike getting a tire blow-out on the highway,
losing control of your car and injuring someone. That is an
unforseeable event and can hardly be called premeditated or
controllable. However, if you stop at the carry-out and buy a sixpack to drink on the way to a party in Toledo, you do so knowing
that your drinking and driving could easily result in an accident
And when you know this, but drink and drive anyway, you are
guilty, at the very least, of ignorance and stupidity. At the most,
you are guilty of murdering innocent people.
Toughening Ohio's drunk driving law is a right step in recognizing the severity of this problem. Offering rehabilitation programs
may actually prevent violators from becoming second offenders
(isn't education the best preventive medicine?) and mandatory jail
sentences for second- and third-term offenders should scare
citizens into becoming more responsible for their drinking.
Aside from toughening the penalties for drunk driving and
providing preventive education, what other recourse does the state
have? Prohibition? Hardly.
THE BG MEWS
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Israelis needn 't justify existence
In his article published in the BG
News (9/22), Dr. L. Edward Shuck
initially states his agreement with
two previous articles that characterized the Middle East situation as

COMMENT
by Jeffery Gordon
"grave and complex, loaded with
emotion, (and) misinformed..."
then, inexplicably, he does a complete
turnabout and proceeds with an outpouring of emotional-laden, misinformed and simplistic commentary.
For an acedemician who claims to
understand the geopolitical situation
in the Middle East, his commentary
Xesents a travesty of intellectual
larship. Such malicious writing
serves only to reinforce irresponsibilty and does not belong in print on
the page of a university newspaper. A
book-size response could easily be
written to refute in detail Dr. Shuck's
diatribe of misstatements and false
analyses. I would, nonetheless, like to
examine here several of his premises
form the viewpoint if a geographer.
Admitting to the Complex geopolitical situation Dr. Shuck nevertheless
presents a monolithic and incredibly
simplistic explanation, namely Zionism per se. Why does Dr. Shuck single
out Zionism and deigrate it by defining it as "a form of tribalism with

dubious intellectual credentials,
obscured in primitive theological concepts..."? What about other -isms
such as Palestinian nationalism? Are
not Zionism and Palestinian nationalism both legitimate reflections of the
aspirations of a people? Also, Dr.
Shuck does not seem to know tha the
first proponents of a binational state
were Zionists in the 1920's and 1930's.
Unfortunately, Arab leaders would
not even entertain this idea. Further,
most Zionist colonists weren't and
aren't American. Indeed the majority
of Europeans in Israel today are from
the Middle East.
Palestine, in its correct spatial and
temporal context, was part of the
Ottoman Empire until WWI when it
was administered by the British under a League of Nations mandate. In
1947 the UN voted to create a Jewish
and Arab homeland, two separate
states on the land west of the Jordan
River. Arab leaders rejected the compromise and in 1948 the newly proclaimed state of Israel was invaded
by seven Arab states. As a result,
Jordan attacked and annexed the
West Bank and East Jerusalem, and
thus the Palestinians there came under Jordanian rule. In the 1967 war
Israel managed to take control of the
West Bank, but annexation has never
occurred and bargaining is still an
option.
Indeed, the withdrawal of Israel
from the Sinai peninsula following the

Camp David accords demonstrates
the falsity of Dr. Shuck's thesis that
Israel courageously made large consessions to Egypt by trading tangible
real estate that could serve as a
strategic buffer zone, not to mention
an area of natural resources such as
oil, in exchange for the intangible
guarantee of peace. And yet, Arab
states still do not accept the legitimacy of the state of Israel: And since
when does Israel's continual struggle
for its very survival against overwhelming odds of combined Arab
forces urging its total destruction
translate as "inept attempts by the
displaced
to resist what was going
on.T'?
Geopolitics must work both ways in
terms of concessions for it to be
successful. Why must Israel be the
only state in the world that must
justify for its very existence, let alone
secure borders? Arabs, likewise,
must find the courage to recognize
and explicitly acknowledge both Israel's rights of existence and legitimate needs for secure borders. Thus
far, Egypt in the 1978 Camp David
Summit has been the sole Arab state
to make peace with Israel and establish diplomatic relations. The Egyptians, unfortunately, paid for their
peace-making efforts by being expelled from the Arab League and the
assasination of their president, Anwar Sedat. Consider, Dr. Shuck, the
potential danger to its security from

Speaking out against code change

LETTERS
The Unversity is again moving to
erode the rights of the students by
considering a policy which will subject off campus students to the same
rules and regulations that on campus
students now face. Off campus students, many of whom reside off campus to escape the petty regulations
now enforced by the University, will
now be subject not only to Bowling
Green municipal law, but also, to the
pro-administration tribunal known as
Standards and Procedures.
The Univerity has gone beyond the
bounds of their jurisdiction. What
right does the University have to
invade the private lives of off campus
students? Should off campus apartment dwellers begin to expect quiet
hours and co-habitation rules? When
the thought of the enforcement of this
policy is considered, its' hideousness
becomes more apparent. Secondly,
this policy would subject students to a
double jeopardy situation in which
they can be prosecuted twice for one
act.
The present University administration has promised a policy of "openess and candor" with the students.
Yet, the consideration of this policy
has been hidden from students' eyes
with the hopes that it could be railroaded through, as was done with the
semester conversion. If this is the
promised openess and candor, one
must wonder how much goes on behind the students' backs.
For too long, students have been a
quiet and apathetic group who have,
of late, been taken gross advantage of
by the administration. The time has
come for students to voice their opposition to this policy. Students must
unite to guarantee that this policy is
not implemented. If students continue
to let the administration take advantage of them, this policy will be only
one of the many unfair policies to
come.

ing study." And it is not the less so
when the the behavior itself is savage
and bloody. The recent killings at the
Shabra and Shatila refugee camps
have generated considerable world
attention. The western media, along
with Radio Moscow, blame the Lebanese Phalangists and the Israelis
exclusively for the slaughter.
Whether historians will later share
this opinion is moot. But one should be
wary of quick judgments in Middle
Eastern affairs, for the currents of
human motivation run dark and
twisted there.
To fully investigate such an event
from a distance is impossible; but one
may certainly raise some questions
which any investigation should answer. Who might benefit? Who might
lose?
The Lebanese Phalangists had the
emotional motivation of hatred and
revenge. The Israelis, already suffering a bad press, and already having
defeated the PLO, had neither emotional nor rational motive to engage in
the affair. Those who assert that the
Israelis might have stopped the Phalangists conveniently forget that such
interference has extraordinarily complex ramifications. As an analogy I
direct your memory to the careful
lines of authority which separated the
behavior of the Republic of Korea and
Australian contingents from our own
troops in the Viet Nam War, though
they were all in the same command.
Distinct again were the military ways
of the Turkish troops fighting beside
America in Korea. Trying to impose
your behavioral patterns on your ally
in war is dangerous.
Consider the desperate situation of
the PLO. In all its existence it has
never won a military victory of any

significance against the Israelis. It
has succeeded only as a propaganda
and terrorist machine. It showed the
world it was powerless to save itself in
Beruit. The only way it could turn
such a defeat into some kind of victory was to sway public opinion
against those who had so soundly
whipped it. Arafat and his commanders would certainly have accepted the
loss of 300 troops to achieve such an
end. And in modern warfare, there
are no non-combatants. So the possibility arises that we have had here a
calculated provocation.
If the horror in such a suggestion
makes us resist it, we must remind
ourselves that to the passionless strategic mind, the loss was modest, the
gain considerable. And if we think this
an affront to humankind, we have
forgotten that most of history is horror, and that much greater slaughters
have been more than common-Coventry, Nanking, Buchenwald, Hiroshima, Wounded Knee, Kampuchea,
Sand Creek, Smyrna, Mountain
Meadows, Carthage, Jerusalem - the
list is nearly endless.
Howard McCord
English Department

Prevention needed
to avoid bandald effect
It was encouraging to read in
Thursday's (9/23) Daily Sentinel-Tribune about the plans of a fraternity to
sponsor a litter pick-up in a large
section of the city and the campus.
They should be commended.
But it should be pointed out that if
their efforts are to have more than a
"bandaid" effect, everyone who lives

Mark Mcllrath
338 Palmar St., Apt. 33

Savagery a fact of war;
placing blame difficult
"The behavior of this damnable
species," an eminent British historian
once remarked, "is a bloody interest-

in Bowling Green and/or uses the
City's or University's facilities must
dispose of litter properly in the future.
The University s Technical Support
Services Office estimates that it costs
the University about $52,500 per year
in equipment and wages for our
groundskeepers to clean up litter
which should have been disposed of
properly in the first place. Those are
considerable resources which could
and should be put to better use at the
University.
(May I take this opportunity to also
suggest that the omnipresent brown
grocery bags can have a useful second life as fitter "detainers"?)
Michaal T. Marsdan
Professor. Depl. ol Popular Culture

Osborn letter
receives some kudos
Thank you Bill Osborn wherever
you are! You are a kindred spirit.
Not only did you print a photo of
Karen Brents in a time of great duress, but they also spelled her name
wrong!
A follow-up story on the facts behind the photo would have been helpful. Or maybe my basic journalism
class was wrong when they taught us
that a news article should include
who, what, when, where, why and
how'.
The mud tug and the animal lover
photographs at least had articles explaining the significance of the photograph!
Sheila Moore
622 Paateur Ave.

NOW LET N\E SEE...
THIS IS THE KID
WE'RE DOING THE
DOUBLE AMPUTATION
ON, HlOHT ?

Kevin Prendergast
I.F.C. Rap. to U.S.Q.

Where is the Iron Curtain? I awoke
Friday morning thinking I was in my
apartment in Bowling Green, Ohio,
U.S.A. However, after reading the
Sept. 24 issue of the BG News, I
wonder if I was somehow transported
to Russia overrate.
I cannot believe that our University
is considering punishing students for
off campus violations. What's next?
Are the administrators planning on
following me to my hometown and
prosecute me for offenses committed
there also? I ask if we, the students,
allow this to happen what will stop
Parking Services from expanding
their jurisdiction and start ticketing
cars in downtown BG? On the other
hand, maybe I should not give them
the idea.
In conclusion, I have just one
thought. Being citizens of the United
States we are guaranteed certain
rights. However, Iguess that once vou
become a student at BGSU you lose
your rights of an American citizen
and adopt the rights that BG's administrators decide to give you, if they
decide to give you any. I have to agree
with Mark, Everett and Chris. We are
not five-year-olds, we are adults. Being adults it is time we stand up for
our rights while asking the question,
"Are we living in America or are we
living in hell?T'

Israel's point of view of a contiguous
independent Palestinian state that
could well be influenced, if not dominated, by terrorists and/or Soviet
designs.
When Dr. Shuck states that there
can be no peace "when the indigenous
epulation of Palestine continues to
treated as a non-entity," he certainly must realize that the Jews are
no less indigenous than any other
people in the area. Their continuous
heritage there can be traced all the
way back to biblical times. And why
does Dr. Shuck continually refer to
Israel as "Palestine"? His refusal to
recognize the existence of Israel as
fact is one of the major problems in
the Middle East equation. He also
states that "Isreal can only succeed
as a Mid-Eastern state, living in tolerance and cooperation with its neighboring nations." Why does Dr. Shuck
single out Israel and ignore the recalcitrance of the PLO and Arab states?
Finally, and most disturbingly, Dr.
Shuck defends Palestinian terrorism
by suggesting that "Nothing could be
worse; yet nothing could be more
human. Does he honestly believe
that terrorism is "human."? In sum,
Dr. Shuck reveals himself as grossly
insensitive to the other legitimate
parties while his justification of terrorism is unexcusable.
Jeffery Gordon Is an assistant professor In the Geography Department.
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Student strives for human rights

Political activist seeks reform
by Marcia Sloan
copy editor

At first glance, Steve Arnold looks
like just another University student navy polo shirt, khaki pants, and
loafers. But behind the preppy attire
is a man who reads Plato tor pleasure, is active in the anti-nuclear
movement, and plans to give two
years of volunteer service to developing third world countries. Who is
Steve Arnold?
By his own admission, Arnold, a
senior political science major from
Sheffield Village, is a human rights
activist.
"Basically, I'm for human rights
and political justice, and to achieve
those things, you can't just sit back
and expect it to happen," he said.
"For things to change, people need to
get involved and that's what I'm
trying to do."
However, Arnold hasn't always
been a self-professed activist. In fact,
until a few years ago he had minimal
knowledge or interest in world affairs.
"WHEN I FIRST came to college I
had a different outlook on a lot of

things," he said. "I was a business
major and wasn't really aware of
what was going on in the world.
"Then I started reading the papers
a lot more and I saw some of the crazy
things happening out there and I
thought 'there is no reason people
have to live like this.' "
Despite Arnold's views on reform,
he said he is not anti-business.

"I think business definitely has a
place in our society but I question
some of the current practices," he
said. "In many ways it seems the
profit motive has become more important than the welfare of the society
and that's not a good sign."
While some students spend their
afternoons watching soap operas or
working out at the Rec Center, Arnold
spends much of his free time collecting signatures for a petition calling
for a free*ze on nuclear arms.
"WE STARTED the petition last
year and so far we've gotten over 40,000 signatures," he said. "I think that
shows people realize how crazy this
whole thing is and they want to do
something about it."

One may wonder why Arnold, the
son of a chemical engineer and the
product of a Cleveland suburb, has
such strong convictions in the area of
reform.
"My whole life I've tried to internalize the golden rule and place myself
in other people's shoes," he said.
"And when you become aware of all
the problems going on in the world
and you start putting yourself in the
place of the people who are suffering.
.. I don't think it would be possible to
not want reform."
An issue on which Arnold recently
changed his views is the registration
for the draft. Although he registered
at the time of his 18th birthday, Arnold
said he did not clearly think through
this decision, and added that it's a
decision he regrets.

"AT THE TIME I registered, my
views on the issue were somewhat
different than they are now," he said.
"At that time I didn't think it would be
worth going to jail for.
"I really didn't realize the seriousness of it," he said. "People have to
learn to live with one another and a
draft says the opposite. It says that

war is an acceptable alternative to
working things out."
In addition to the Social Justice
Committee, Arnold said there have
been two adults who have strongly
influenced his beliefs.
"Dr. (Ben) Muego (Political Science Dept.) was probably the one who
most made me realize that the Russian people are not all bad and they
need a nuclear freeze just as much as
we do," he said. "And Sister Pat
Schnapp (St. Thomas More University Parish) has undoubtedly been a
major influence. It's mainly because
of her that I'm going into volunteer
service."
FOLLOWING GRADUATION in
December, Arnold plans to put his
theories and beliefs in practice by
going to Jamaica on a volunteer service program through the Catholic
church.
"I think Jamaica is a typical third
world country and I'll have a chance
to educate myself as well as help my
fellow man," he said. "I know it
sounds corny, but I'd like to be a
person who lit the flame for others to
follow."

BG Mews photo/Liz Kelly

Steve Arnold

Bloomingdale trial exposes 'Marquis de Sade'
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Alfred Bloomingdale's eyes glazed and he would
drool during sadistic sexual sessions
when he bound women and beat them
until they cried, the model who says
she was his longtime mistress claims
in a sworn deposition.
"Alfred was two people," Vicki
Morgan said in the 231-page deposition filed in connection with her $10
million "palimony" suit against Bloo-

mingdale, a department store heir ness. I truly mean a sickness," Miss tion with a defense motion to dismiss
the case, which is still pending.
and confidante of President Reagan. Morgan said.
IN HER SUIT, which also names
The deposition, filed Friday, was
Bloomingdale family attorney
made public as part of court records Bloomingdale's wife, Betsy, as a de- Hillel Chodos claimed before the deon Monday, was given Aug. 13, one fendant, Miss Morgan claims Bloo- position was made public that it
week before Bloomingdale died of mingdale promised to support her for showed any promises of support were
life in return for her services as made in return for sex, making the
cancer at age 66.
"He was Jekyll and Hyde and in companion, real estate adviser and agreement an unenforceable "conthat personality of his, which is the ' 'therapist to help (him) overcome his tract for prostitution." Chodos was
sexual part, Alfred was strange. I 'Marquis de Sade' complex."
not in his office Monday after the
The deposition was filed in connec- deposition was released, and there
don't mean a fantasy. I mean a sick< *BE /(A* ♦BE ft\* (\*A p+* *BE KA* A*A 5+* KA+ A*A .!+♦ a
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and Alfred was already taking his off,
and he asked one of the girls to get the
equipment, which is Alfred Bloomingdale s belt, his ties that he wears
around his neck, and, excuse me,
gentlemen, a dildo (an instrument
used as a sexual stimulator).

"By the time Alfred walked up
"HE THEN PROCEEDED to have
there, these two women were nude everyone line up against the wall and
and I was told to take my clothes off. (he) beat them." she said.
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was no answer at his home telephone
number.
In the deposition, Miss Morgan describes what she said was the first of
many similar sessions in an upstairs
bedroom of a house in the Hollywood
Hills:
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Role models prevalent in America
by Sandy Smith
reporter

Last year at this time,
after much anticipation,
the American public tuned
into the nightly drama
"Dallas" to see 'who shot
J.R.'
Early one July morning,
millions of Americans
glued themselves to their
television set to witness the
Royal Wedding of Prince
Charles of Wales and Lady
Diana Spencer.

In less than two months,
the movie E.T. has grossed
$240 million from its sellout
crowds.
What attracts the people
of such a sophisticated society to become so grossly
involved with the lives of
others?
According to Dr. Ray
Browne, of the popular culture department, even an
advanced society needs
'role models.' The heroes
of today differ from those
idolized in the '60's and

DROP OFF / PICK UP
STATION for
LONG'S Cleaners
at
Jeans N'Things
531 Ridge St. i Next to Mac West)

70's, he said. Past heroes
were political leaders,
those who would keep
America out of war and
protect us economically,
Browne said.
The idols of the 1980's are
mostly celebrity figures,
with Lady Diana as a
prime example, Browne
said. Many women envy
the princess' beauty and
wealth, with their attraction to her often just being
a social ritual, he said.
OTHER SOCIAL heroes
include soap opera characters, Browne added. He
says we are not attracted
to the actors but to their
lifestyles and that we often
feel a need to project ourselves in their atmosphere.
The lifestyle created by
J.R. Ewing represents the
perfect American: white
and powerful, Browne
said.
But are these social actors heroes or celebrities?
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According to Browne, no leased this year, said he
clear determination be- believes the real 'hero' of
tween the two can be our time is 'E.T.' This outmade. Sports figures, such of-space creature appeals
as Kareeme Abdul Jabar, mostly to the younger genBrian Sipe, and Tracy Aus- eration, Browne said. Kids
tin, are mostly worshiped are comfortable with
by black children and ath- 'E.T.' because they are
letes, and are classified as raised in this era of adcelebrities and heroes, he vanced technology,
said.
according to Browne.
Browne, whose second
book, "New Heroes of Popular Culture", will be re-

by Deborah Schmook
reporter
^^

For students who are
unsure of their future
goals, waiting to declare a
major is the best way to
avoid becoming a fifthyear senior, according to
Dr. Joan Morgan, director
of the University Division.
"Changing colleges after
freshman year increases
the chances of having to
stay a fifth year to obtain a
degree, especially if the
students change into a
highly specialized program," she said.

i

Morgan said it is best to
stay in the University Division and take "safe general education classes
rather than declaring a
major, deciding to change
the major after the freshman year, and finding the
specialized classes will not
transfer toward the new
major.
Brenda Buchanan, a
fifth-year special education major from Toledo,
discovered this the hard
way. After spending her
first year in business, she
decided to transfer into
education. She found that
the math sequences she
had taken as a freshman
were not needed in her new
major.
"I DIDN'T want to go a
fifth year -definitely not,"

I
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PROFESSIONAL
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Buchanan said. "All my
close friends graduated in
June and they're all out in
the working world calling
me now."
Another fifth-year senior, Lori Jenkins, said
that when you see friends
graduating it "feels like
you're being left behind."
Having to attend college
a fifth year also hurts financially.
"1 ended up purchasing a
car and commuting because I couldn't afford to
live in Bowling Green,"
Buchanan said. "I have to
have a job to keep the car
now."
Jenkins also found the
added year to be a strain
on her budget. She was not
able to get a student loan
from the bank because
they would not loan money

ON SALE NOW THROUGH 10/3/82

Oct2, 1982

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

added that these are qualities which attract young
people
Elvis. The Beatles and
the Rolling Stones are very
complex idols, but their
rebellious characters are
responsible for their kinglike reputations. According to Ward, other popheroes reign temporarily
and are soon dethroned
due to changing trends and
fads.

Five-year plan can be avoided

20* off

Expires

Beyond social celebrities
and movie idols, appear

rock-n-roll heroes. The
reasons for admiration of
popular musicians are as
numerous as the heroes,
according to Dr. George
Ward, of the popular culture department.
Teenage idols of the past
provided optimism, but the
main attractions of today
are classified as 'rebel
heroes,' Ward said. Rebel
heroes use unconventional
methods, play by their own
rules, ana win, he said. He

Half-decade degrees

with coupons
offer also include.

FREE
"IN STOCK"
LETTERING

HE ADDED that the
worshiping of video games
has raised many concerns

among the older generation. He said two dangerous traits that are
supposedly developing in
children obsessed with arcades are - 1) being
trained to kill aliens and 2)
viewing nuclear war is routine. But according to
Browne, 'E.T.' is too much
of a Christ-like figure to be
dangerous.
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Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall

Busted
. . . from Page 1
Another sorority, Alpha
Xi Delta, having previously been placed under
weekend suspension for an
alcohol policy violation,
has been asked by a representative of Greek Life
not to discuss the incident.

want to change their major.
"There's a lot of push on
students today to use a
bachelor's degree as a
ticket for a specific job and
I'm n't sure that's right,"
Morgan said.
"SOMETIMES IT'S important to take more time
to finish college and (it) is
worth the extra time to
know exactly what you
want to do," she added.
Morgan recommends
that undeclared freshmen
take many general education classes so they can
easily move into any college.
"I recommend that the
students move into a college by the end of the first
semester of sophomore
year, but they don't necessarily have to declare a
major by then," she said.
Buchanan said students
can benefit by making a
decision early in their college career.
''By the end of first semester, talk to someone
about your career," she
said. "Settle on a major as
soon as possible, and if
you're going to change,
evaluate your situation."
Alpha Xi Delta president
Sally First said.
Wayne Colvin, Director
of Small Group Housing
and Greek Life, when
asked about the situation,
repeatedly said "I will not
comment on any discipline
involving any individual or
any group."

special offer

Carousel
Beaute Shop

$5

Weekender
Your Guide
Entertainment and he Arts *

to fifth-year students.
But some students said
they don't mind attending
college a fifth-year.
Joan Sepela, a business
education major, views
her extra year as an advantage.
"I THINK employers
will look on my fifth year
with a positive aspect -that
I will have gained more
knowledge by going another year," she said.
James Galloway, director of Placement Services,
said he does not believe job
placement for fifth-year
seniors is a problem.
"I've never heard employers say they don't
want to talk to fifth-year
seniors," he said.
For Sepela, choosing a
major was a difficult task.
She changed her major
three times. In the process
she found that some
classes for her new major
were offered only during
certain quarters, which
Cher even further bed in her program.
Morgan said that colleges have become too specialized and that the
sequence programs create
problems for people who
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Manning to leave Cleveland?
CLEVELAND (AP) - With seven
days left in the baseball season,
Cleveland Indians center fielder
Rick Manning has broken his season-long silence on plans for his
free agency.
No secret was made of Manning's plans to enter the free agent
market, but the senior member of
the Indians said nothing more until now.
"I have no idea what I am worth
or where I'll play next year," Manning said. I want to be on a
winner. I'd like to play on a team
where the games in September
mean something. I want to see

what it's like to play for a contender."
THE 28-YEAR-OLD Manning
has been with the Indians since
1975. He signed with the club in
1972. In that time, Cleveland has
yet to be involved in a pennant
race. For the last four seasons, the
Indians have finished sixth of
seven teams in the American
League East.
Manning is in fine shape as a
E respective free agent. His eight
ome runs, 43 RBI and .275 batting
average this year are some of the
best statistics of his career.
But Manning's defense will likely

make him a valuable commodity in
the free agent market.
Cleveland Manager Dave Garcia
calls Manning "the best center
fielder in the world."
"If I leave Cleveland, it will be
for a winner. I'm not out to leave
Cleveland at all costs because my
home is here and I feel comfortable
with the Indians," Manning said.
But he has been frustrated. One
of his complaints is the high turnover of players. He is one of only 10
players on the 1980 roster.
"I think we have some talent in
Cleveland and we could win here,"
he said.

Golfers mediocre at Buckeye Classic
Just like in horse racing,
a good start in a golf tournament is a real asset.
Well, Bowling Green's
men's golf team was a
little slow getting out of the
starting gates at last weekend's Fall Buckeye Classic
in Columbus.

ment after last year's
great finish," BG coach
A.J. Bonar said. "Our putting wasn't that
great... in this game
they don't keep track of
yardage gained; they just
ask what you shot."

BG's total of 987 in the
Competing in their first tourney was paced by Dan
tournament of the year, Connelley's 82-76-79-237.
the Falcons could only Other Falcon scores were:
manage a tie for 12th in a Brad Turner (81-76-81strong field of 18 teams at 238); Mike Dzienny (84-78Ohio State's famed Scarlet 77-239); Jean Larochelle
Golf Course. In last year's (80-82-81-243); and Tom
Buckeye Classic, this same Cook (8W1-82-251).
Ohio State made it a dual
Falcon team - with the
exception of departed se- sweep for the weekend,
nior Gary Battistoni -man- complimenting the Buckaged a fourth place finish. eye women's victory in the
"It was a big disappoint- Ladies' Northern Intercol-

legiate tourney. OSU's to- BG-Toledo Fall Classic in
tal of 880 outpaced second- their last tournament of
Slace South Carolina's 912 the short fall season.
"We can't play well if we
ltd.
don't putt well. We'll have
The Falcons will be off to be far better putters if
again until Oct. 13-15, when we're going to beat them,"
they meet Toledo in the Bonar said!

Mid-American teams play losing
parts in nation's football skeins
COLUMBUS (AP) - The
nation's longest major college football winning and
losing streaks ended Saturday in non-league games
involving Mid-American
Conference teams. In both
instances. MAC members
were the losers.
Wisconsin ended Toledo's eight-game victory
streak, 36-27\ while Northwestern's 34-game losing
string - the longest ever
among big-time colleges ended as the Wildcats
downed Northern Illinois,
31-6.
Miami of Ohio and Western Michigan won conference openers, with Miami
blanking Eastern Michigan, 35-0, to hand the Hu-

.

As the season grows
older each weekend, the
chances of Bowling
Green's men's cross country team of placing high in
the season's big meets -the
Mid-American Conference
Invitational and the Ohio
Intercollegiate -seem to
become summer.
Last Saturday was no
exception. MAC foe Miami
came to BG and did to the
Falcons what Ohio University did the week before.
The Redskins rolled over
BG's harriers, 21-40.
This week's performance by the Falcons was
more encouraging, however, according to BG
coach Mel Brodt. After last
week's loss to OU, Brodt
said "we got our butts
whomped."
"We ran well," he said.
"I can't complain at all.
Miami was lust a little bit
too tight up at the front.
But I was not disappointed; for a lot of them it
was their first 10,000-meter
race."
This was true. The Falcons are used to running
five-mile races and the
added distance could have
hindered their performance.
Another thing the Falcons are used to is seeing
MAC champion Chris
Koehler at the front of the
pack. This was not true;
Koehler's shoe was
stepped on midway
through the meet and he
had to stop and tie it over
again. Thus, he finished
fourth.
Crossing the line first
was Miami's Brian Carlton
with a time of 31:15, followed by teammate
Gearge Wechter in 31:24.
BG's Tim Brennan was

fore the Badgers clinched
the game on Troy King's
18-yard run with 1:22 to
play. Jim Kelso connected
on 24-of-42 passes for 382
yards and one touchdown
and scored once himself
for UT. Wisconsin's Randy
Wright was 16-of-22 for 184

yards and three scores.
Ricky Edwards tied a
team record with four
touchdowns and picked up
177 yards in 29 carries as
Northwestern won its first
game since 1979, against
NIU.

DESIGNER JEAN CLUB
$28.00 Membership
Entitles you to 15
FREE Pair of top-label
First quality designer jeans
Call
1-841-8713

1-882-2653

DINING FOR A SMALL PLANET
OPEN TUES., WED., THURS.
4:30-6:30 P.M.

PLANNING A PIZZA PARTY?
CALL

iMYLES PIZZA
516 E. WOOSTER
352-1504

Redskin runners
crush Falcon men
by Marc Delph
sports reporter

rons their 21st consecutive
loss and the Broncos downing Kent State, 24-14.
Ball State fell, 17-0, to
Indiana State and Central
Michigan was defeated, 246, by East Carolina in other
non-league games involving MAC teams. Bowling
Green and Ohio University
were idle.
Both the Falcons and
Miami - who were demoted from Division I-A to
I-AA prior to this season appeared in the national IAA rankings last week.
The Redskins are currently ranked third, while
BG holds down the country's fifth spot.
Toledo, the defending
MAC champions, threw a
scare into Wisconsin be-

third with 31:37 and
Koehler was one second
behind with 31:38.
Following Koehler for
the Falcons were Bob Zink,
10th, 32:13; Scott Creel,
13th, 32:21; Tom Frank,
14th, 32:34; Doug Sauers,
15th, 32:31; and Jeff Boutelle, 16th, 32:33.
"(Tim) Brennan ran an
exceptional race," Brodt
said. "He was our first
man. (Bob) Zink also ran a
solid race."
This Saturday, the BG
harriers participate in the
Notre Dame Invitational a meet that Brodt said is
traditionally one filled with
tough competition.
"This is the first of our
bigger meets this season,"
he said. "We'll try to finish
in the top ten."
That is a feat that in the
past was easily done by
many of Brodt's teams.
But this year may be a
different story.
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Wing-collar pleated tux shirt
in white with black & white tie.
Polyester/cotton, S-M-L, $45.

Jacobsoris
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Dog is Brace's only friend after Stanford game
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - His
dog was the only friend Ohio State
football coach Earle Bruce could
find yesterday after his daring
gamble misfired, helped Stanford
to a 23-20 nationally televised college football victory and drew the
ire of the state's sports columnists.
"When I woke up this morning,"
Bruce told his weekly news luncheon yesterday, "the only one that
was friendly was my doe. He
doesn't know we had a bad play."
Bruce was referring to a pass he

ordered with less than two minutes
left, with Ohio State leading 20-16
last Saturday and in possession of
the football on the Stanford 27-yard
line.
CHARLES HUTCHINGS, the
Cardinals' safety, intercepted Ohio
State sophomore quarterback Mike
Tomczak's pass in the Stanford end
zone with 1:38 left.
Quarterback John Elwav then
drove the Cardinals 80 yards in 64
seconds, hitting four-of-six passes
for all of the yardage to stun Ohio

liked to have banged my head into
the turf."
AS THE PLAY developed and
Tomczak rolled out to his left,
Bruce thought the play was working. "But the results were terrible
and in football you only pay off in
results. We didn't need that call.
We needed time."
Hal Lebovitz of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, wrote: "I have seen
some dumb play-calling in my
time, but Bruce's refusal to run out
the clock when the Buckeyes had a

Stadium's largest home crowd
ever of 89,436.
Bruce's wife, Jeanne, even second-guessed the call that cost the
Buckeyes their first loss in three
games this fall.
"I knew it was a bad play right
away when I met my wife and she
said, "That was a bad play,'" he
said. "In 27 years of my coaching,
she never had said that."
Bruce said of his fatal play selection: "You cant alibi it. It turned
victory into defeat. I would have

victory in their pockets has got to
rank right at the top. To put the ball
in the air in the closing moments
was downright ridiculous."
Tom Melody of the Akron Beacon
Journal: "Bruce, a coach who
sometimes seems to be so outrageously lacking in common sense,
... What could Bruce possibly have
been thinking, how could he conceivably have done such a dastardly thing to his team?"
Dick Fenlon of the Columbus
Dispatch: "Ohio State played give-

away Saturday. Christmas in September. Fetch the tinsel and fit out
the man on the Ohio State side for a
red suit and whiskers. It lost a
game, by all odds, it should have
won."
Kaye Kessler of the Columbus
Citizen-Journal: "His, unquestionably, was a classical gaffe."
John Gugger of the Toledo
Blade: "On this day, against Elway, it was an invitation to play
Russian roulette."

cmtMthttauMPNfaMiMMb j; Putting fails BG women at OSCI tournament

&**

Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typeatylea available
'We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

For Standard Resume's, 3 day service
from start to finish
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St., Bowling Green
Ph.one 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
in QukkprinUng

5000000000000000000000000000000000

Tournament in Columbus.
"It was a downer," BG
coach A.J Bonar said. "It
was a great field - probably the best we'll play
against this year."
Just two weeks ago, the
Falcons won the Lady Wolverine Classic in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Freshman Claire Batista
once again led BG with
rounds of 75-82-85-242. She
was followed by: Shelley
Dye (85-80-82-247); Susanne Ohlsson (81-85-84-

The game of golf is
played on an area of grass
about 6,000 yards long. One
would think distance would
be important in the game,
but often times a five-foot
putt is more important
than a 250-yard drive.
That was the story last
weekend as the putting
game fell apart tor the
members of Bowling
Green's women's golf
team. BG finished 17th out
of 23 teams at the Ladies'
Northern Intercollegiate

Slcydiiving
352-1504

Only (1) coupon
on any on* order
Coupons cannot be
used on any

516 E Wooster
Bowling Green

3

Did you ever
want to Jump
Out of an airplane?

If the answer to that question is Yes
GREENE COUNTY SPORT '
Xcnia O 45385
PARACHUTE CENTER
5133769293
Jump at Vouf Own Risk

FREE 6 PACK
OF COKE
with any
1o" (1) item or
more pizza

9 inch pizza

51337261 16

Bowling Green's women's cross country team
traveled to Ypsilanti,
Mich., to participate in the
5,000-meter Eastern Michigan Invitational, last Saturaday.
JoAnn Lanciaux led the
Falcons to a third-place
finish with a eighth-place
time of 17:25.
Michigan won the overall event with a total of 43,
followed by Western Michigan's 64. BG finished with
75.
Michigan State's Ann

2 FREE COKES
Expires Oct. lr 1982

Hours

YPSILANTI, Mich. (AP)
- Eastern Michigan University fired Mike Stock as
its football coach, yesterday - just two days after
the Hurons lost their 22nd
consecutive game and in-

11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
3:30 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.

Your degree
represents an
investment of
5000 hours...

4 more can
turn it into
an exciting
career..
..w»"

INTERESTED IN
REDEVELOPING A

FRATERNITY?
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
is being reorganized,
and an entirely new chapter
is forming

,v«"

*There will be NO
pledging.'
*The new group will
"make their own"
fraternity and make
all decisions
*TKEis the largest
Fraternity in the world.

Vis Onh four mure hour, i* all that stands between, you and
your most exciting career opportunity That s the amount of time it
lakes to complete the NSA Professional Qualification Test (POT), an
opportunity that comes along onh once a year
But mm s the lime to act
Because the PQT will he given on campuses throughout the
nation on November I Ml
Successfully competing on this lest qualifies you for consideration by the National Security Agency NSA is currently seeking lop
graduating students to meet the challenges of its important communications security and foreign intelligence production missions
If you qualify on the PQT. you will be contacted regarding an
interview with an NSA representative He or she will discuss the specific
role you can play within such fields as data systems, languages,
information science, communications, and management
So pick up a PQT bulletin at your college placement office Fill
out the registration form and mall it by Ocluber2.tpl.in order to take
the test on November I Mi There is no registration fee.
Graduates with a Bachelors or Masters Degree in Electronic
Engineering, Computer Science or a Slavic. Near Eastern or Far Eastern
language, may sign up for an interview without taking the PQT
AD NSA career positions require l> S citvenship. a thorough
background investigation, and a medical examination

The National Security Agency
More than just a career

The NSA Professional Qualification Test. Register by October 23rd 1982.

BG will have a chance to
get back on the winning
track this weekend when
they travel to Michigan
State for the Lady Spartan
Invitational in East Lansing. Mich

of the National Hockey
League, last weekend.
McPhee, winner of the
1982 Hobey Baker Award
and the all-time leading
scorer in BG and Central
Collegiate Hockey Association, signed with the Rangers for a bonus last April.
Tulsa is a minor league
farm team of the Rangers.

Anyone interested in
playing for Bowling
Green's men's club lacrosse team this spring
should attend an organizational meeting in room 207
Hanna Hall, tomorrow at 8
p.m.
For further information,
contact Joe Heyman at 3531821.

EMU's Stock
finally gets axed

On Delivery

MON-WED
THUR-SAT
SUNDAY

Pewe broke the tape with a
time of 16:32.
Top BG finishers included Kathy Kaczor, 9th,
17:37; Laura Murphy, 10th,
17:41; Rosalie Cocita, 21st,
18:12; Laura Ryder, 27th,
18:21; Gidget Wicham,
28th, 18:22; and Ellen Poe,
35th. 18-48.
This Saturday, the Falcon women harriers host
their first home meet of the
season against Ball State,
Central Michigan, Miami
and Ohio University at 11
a.m. on the east side of the
i stadium.
Former Bowling Green
hockey standout George
McPhee was sent to the
Tulsa, Okla., franchise of
the Central Hockey League
by the New York Rangers

II) 13m Coupon Pm Crow

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS
OVER $3 00 IN BG. ONLY

said.

SPORTS BRIEFS

Coupon Good For

EXPIRES Oct. 1, 1982

working on chipping and
putting, concentrating on
getting the ball up and
down better. I'm not going
to allow them on the driving range this week so they
can devote all their time to
the short game," Bonar

250); Terri Gruner (84-8484-252); and Jean Kempf
(88-84-82-254).
Ohio State won the tournament with a total of 903.
BG finished with a 987 total.
"This week we'll just be

TKE offers:
-travel opportunities
-job placement
-low cost insurance
-student loans
-social!
-scholastics
-leadership
-brotherhood and more.

Call: John Paulson (director of Chapter Revitalization)
6 Old Fraternity Row
372-5434

herited the nation's longest
losing streak.
Stock, 42. was relieved of
his football coaching responsibilities and given a
30-day vacation with pay
from the university. He
will be offered another position with the university
on Nov. 1, the school said in
a statement.
Bob LaPointe, 36, a
member of Stock's original
staff for the Mid-American
Conference team, was
named as interim coach.
"The fact that EMU is
not winning today is not
due in any lack of effort on
his (Stock's) part," said
John Fountain, acting vice
fresident of university reations, said in a
statement.
"This is a move that no
one wanted to make, but
with the team saddled with
a 22-game losing streak,
something had to be done,"
he added.
Eastern Michigan's losing streak dates back to
the second game of 1980 for
the longest losing streak in
major college football,
according to Greg Irvvin, of
the EMU sports information office.
Last Saturday, Northwestern defeated Northern
Illinois 31-6 to snap a 34game losing streak. Eastern Michigan lost Saturday
to Miami (Ohio), 35-0.
EMU hired Stock as its
football coach on Feb. 8,
1978. In his four-plus seasons with the Hurons, the
team had a 6-38-1 record.

Here it is!

Herpes Simplex Virua Types I and II axe
viral Infections ■ffectlnj an estimated
80 million Americans.
To date, there is no known core for Herpes.
Vow, Vlrox, Inc. Is offering HERP-EZ"
Lotion and Drops, both containing
8,6-dl-tert-butyl-p-oresol, a compound
which has been demonstrated to be a
potent inactlvator of Herpes Simplex Virus.
HERP-EZ" Drops contain 2.8-dl-tertbutyl-p-cresol
dispersed in mineral oU, to be used In conjunction with
HERP-EZ" Tablets, a dietary supplement (to be taken
with meals) containing both Thelonized"
2.6-di-tert butyl pcresol and L-lyslne
Why wait any longer? Order today using the coupon
at right (If coupon Is missing, mail your order to
Vlrex. Inc.. 4115 Seventh Terrace South, 8t Petersburg,
Florida 33711) Include your check or money order
for t 9.98 for each bottle of tablets or drops, or
order both for only sis. 95
DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED
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Theophilus' unexpected shot
ignites Falcons past Raiders
by Tom Hlaek
sports reporter

It was Just plain unexpected.
That is the only way to describe
Bob Theophilus' rocket shot past
Wright State goalkeeper Albert
Taras to propel Bowling Green to a
2-0 victory over a gritty Wright
State squad, last Saturday, at
Mickey Cochrane Field.
Theophilus woke up a Parent's
Day crowd with a line-drive kick
from 25 yards out that fit in nicely
just under the crossbar of the goal
and just over the outstretched
hands of the Raider goalkeeper.
SATURDAY'S WIN ended a
modest one-game losing streak for
the Falcons and ran their season
record to 5-1. Wright State, ranked
10th in the nation among NCAA
Division II schools, dropped to 4-22.
"I think we learned from our
mistakes," BG coach Gary Palmisano said, referring to the Falcons
lone loss to Division III power Ohio
Wesleyan, last Wednesday. "We

working on popping the ball over
his head," Theophilus said.
The final tally of the game came
nine minutes later when freshman
Mark Jackson beat a diving Raider
keeper with a shot into the deep left
corner, after getting a pass from
midfielder NeU Ridgway.
"They played hard for 90 minutes, but it was good to get a
pressure goal after having so many
opportunities. It gives the players
more confidence because the level
of frustration heightens when you
don't score goals," Palmisano
said.
"The fitness level was there in
the second half; we kept constant
pressure on them, forcing them to
make mistakes."
Last Saturday's game marked
the fifth time in six games this
season that the Falcons have not
allowed an opponent a goal, as
keeper Joe Koury was called on to
make only five saves. His goalsagainst-average now stands at 0.48.
The Falcons next match will be
tomorrow against Eastern Michigan in Ypsilanti, Mich.

made some inexperienced mistakes. But the players recovered
well for today's game."
The first half of Saturday's
game was a defensive battle, as
neither team could generate much
of an offensive output. Most of the
action was at midfield as potential
scoring threats were continually
thwarted.
BUT BG SEEMED revitalized
after the halftone break and the
Falcons peppered the Wright State
goal with an aggressive offense in
the second half. BG outshot WSU,
294, in the game.
"That just shows you something
about the game of soccer. We outshot Wesleyan 23-5 last week, but
lost," Palmisano said.
It wasn't until the 23:47 mark in
the second half that Theophilus'
fourth goal of the campaign broke
the drought. It was his fourth goal
this season.
"We had been working on those
shots in practice, keeping our eyes
on the goalie when we're that far
out. I saw him coming out of the
goal to cut the angle and was just

Falcon spikers erratic at Ferris State
After taking its first
match in exciting fashion.
Bowling Green's volleyball
team lost its next two
matches and as a result
missed making the final
four of the Ferris State
tournament in Ferris,
Mich., last weekend.
In the opening round, the
Falcons took on Wright
State. After losing the first
game, 15-7, BG caught fire.
Things were starting to
look bad for the Falcon
spikers as they fell behind
9-2 at the start of the second game, but four
straight service points
pulled BG to within striking distance. When the second game whistle sounded,
the Falcons had mustered
a 15-12 victory over the
Raiders.
THE THIRD and deciding game of the match was
nip-and-tuck all the way.
But with the score 13-11 in
favor of the Raiders, Falcon freshman Cheri Pumphrey served the next four
points to give BG the
game, 15-13, and the match
two games to one.
"We played exceptionally well against Wright
State," BG coach Sandy
Haines said. "It was a very
even match, but were ps-

SUNDAY'S NEGOTIATIONS were
unlike previous ones only in that they
were supposed to be at an "undisclosed site" to facilitate communica-

I

• 2 pieces of chicken
• potatoes and gravey- roll

IS ONLY AS
FAR AS YOUR PHONE

352-5166
brings you a Quality pizza or
submarine sandwich

FAST FREE DELIVERY

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
LIL SISSES
invite all interested girls
to attend their open RUSH.

Next action for BG will
be tonight at Bluffton.

Tuesday September 28
&
Thursday September 30

Come Meet the Brothers and
LiV Sisses of Alpha Sigma Phi.
Refreshments and Food Provided

All events from 7:30-9:30
at the Alpha Sig House
call 372-2959 for more information

$1

SALE!
At Command

— COUPON —
• 2 pieces of chicken
I potatoes and gravey • roll

i
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it fc finger lickiri good"

Ktntdoj fried C^ckw

I

BOWLING GREEN
i nin M Mflin
352 2061

DRIVE-THRU NOW OPEN
Sun-Thurs Until 10 p.m.
Ri&SatUn,il 10:3 Pm
°
"

• FREMONT
• PORT CLINTON

J

QfUXl

The Pizza Store
1072 N. Main, B.G.
352-8779
SAVE$$T
Make Your Own Pizza
12-5W"CIU$TS
•1.25

SI.ICID
WfHONI

•2.69k.

H" OUSTS
•1.50

•1.75*.

••irausTS

SUCK)
CANADIAN IACON

•2.00

•3.50 »

M0ZZAIHU
•1.75*.

iAUSAM
CtUMSUS

Come
Visit Our
New Store, Next
to and Facing
Rink's

I0Z. IASA6MA
TUT

MrtlMUM
SAWAM

•1.20

•l.Wft.

WOOD COUNTY'S BEST
CHEESE AT
WHOLESALE PRICES!

COIIY
•1.79 ft
FMMEB
'2.09 ft.
GtATID
PAUUSAN

MOB
GtfIN

•1.10ft.

«**

CHMHOUtSAAE:
TUESDAY 10-5
VrtONESOAY-nilDAY IO-»
SAIU.OAY 10-5

•3.50 ft.

MUD
CH10DAI

MEUNSTH

COJACI

•2.09*

•2.29 i.

IAIT SWISS

SUCID
AMHICAN

DANISH
HAVAITI

•2.39».

»2.09ft

•2.50 »

MOHTIIEY
JACI

SUCID
SWISS

NOT
PIPW

•2.09 ».

•2.39 ft

•2.09 ft

RIC0TTA
•1.95

STRING
•1.69

rtOVOlOKE MICK
•2.09 ft. •2.09*

There was nothing different about
the talks themselves.
Jack Donlan, chief negotiator for
the Management Council, emerged
after six hours to say that he was
"hopeful" and "optimistic'.'

P©

Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

— COUPON —

tion without press scrutiny.
First it was disclosed that the site
was "somewhere in the New York
area" - the owners' chosen ground in
the home-and-home New York-Washington shuttle that has characterized
the talks.

-bis

j FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40

HAIRSTYLE

Sale Is for
LIMITED TIME

ED GARVEY, executive director of
the NFL Players Association, predicted after the session that the owners will begin to get serious next
Monday "when they come to realize
that we're serious about a wage
scale."
A second Sunday without NFL
games would extract additional financial cost. Unofficial estimates put the
price tag on the first week of the
strike at close to $70 million.
By striking last Sunday, NFL players lost somewhere between $8 million and $9 million in salaries. The

Management Council estimated that
the 28 teams lost $29 million in gate
receipts and television money.
Other losers last Sunday were the 14
cities where games weren't played,
an estimated $2 million each in hotel
and restaurant revenue; and concessionaires, who put their losses at $2
million.

VS INFLATION
j CLIPPING SALE

AUTUMN

Dur famous shampoo
precision haircut
& blow-dry styling
(Reg. $14)
NOW ONLY $10!
Adt'l BIG SAVINGS
on permanents and
all salon coloring!
Tel. 352-6516
Hours: 10-9 M-F
9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun
HURRY!

nament in our hands and
didn't control it," Haines
said. "I think that we knew
what to expect from
Wright State but we didn't
know Northern Michigan
and Grand Valley as well.
"The factor was that we
were doing just what we
had to do. There was no
killer instinct this weekend. It is either there or it
isn't. We have to learn to
get up for a whole day, not
just the first game of the
day."

NEW YORK (AP) - With one weekend of the National Football League
season already lost and a second on
the brink, negotiators for the owners
and the striking players prepared
yesterday to resume bargaining later
this week. But a breakthrough in the
week-old strike seemed as far away
as ever.
Jim Miller, spokesman for the NFL
Management Council, said the owners
would propose that the nest talks take
6lace tomorrow. They will be in
'ashington, which'the players consider their turf.
In fact, the site was the only point of
agreement in the six hours of negotiations last Sunday at Hofstra University in Hempstead, N. Y. With a chasm
between the two sides on the basic
issue - a wage scale vs. the present
system of individual negotiations - it
appeared almost impossible that an
agreement could be reached in time
for next weekend's 14 games to be
played.

ITS OUR

GREAT
Performance
in Bowling Green!

nated BG in the second
game, 15-3, to score a
straight-game victory.
"NONE OF the teams
there were as good as
Wright State. Our youthf illness began to show against
Northern Michigan,"
Haines said. We didn't
have the offense. We were
not putting the ball away
like we should have."
BG's youth and inexperience were no match for
Grand Valley in its next
match, either. The Falcon
spikers dropped a 15-4,15-4
decision.
"We had the whole tour-

chologically up for them.
There were no signs of
inexperience against
Wright State."
Unfortunately for the
Falcons, the results
against Northern Michigan
were quite different from
those in BG's first encounter.
In the first game of the
NMU match, the score was
tied 54. But the Wildcats
ripped off the next five
points and held on for a 1510 victory.
That was as close to
NMU as the Falcons could
get, as the Wilcats domi-

Players and owners still deadlocked

ll-M.

•1.79 »,.

Mi.

Where Beer

The Schoenlmg Brewing Co Cincinnati. OH
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ALL THE WA Y FOR DIVISION 1-AM
Astrology charts drawn a rtarpreMd

REWARD! I LOST MY WALLET.
EITHER IN OR AROUND THE ART
BLDG OR SOME WHERE ALONG
RIDGE ST. UP TO COURT ST. I
DON'T CARE ABOUT THE >. I
DON'T CARE ABOUT THE WALLET,
I NEED MY ID S. DROP OFF IN ON
CAMPUS MAILBOX 1302 OR CALL
874-8848 COLLECT EVEN.

CLASSIFIEDS
TTM50<..1ro|>er
Cloittified rolei Of* 40c per line. »1.20 minimum. I
od. Approaimotely 25 to » apocei per line.
CAMeHIS/CITV IVINTS lilting* for non-profit, publk torvKO ortivitiet I ..lib.
•naerled OMCI for fro* and at regulor rate! thereoller.
D»odl.n« for oil listings n 2 day* before publKolion ot 4:00 p.m Friday at
4 p m it tho deodline for tho Tuesday edition
Clossilied formt pro ovoiloblo ot th. K> MOM office. 10* Unly.r.lty Hall.

Cal 354-1357.
Expert Typing
Reasonable Rates
CeJ 352 7305 alter 5pm
WILL TYPE PAPERS. REPORTSTEXT 1 STATS 352-8038 EARLY
AM OR WKEN0S REASONABLE
RATES

YELLOW 10-SPEED STOLEN AT
EDUCATION BOLG
TUES. BETWEEN 8 7 30 PM ANY INFDRMA
TON RELATING TO RECOVERY
APPRECIATED - REWARD-CALL

TYPING ALL KINDS DONE - CALL
SUE 893-4186

372-4607
SME CHAPTER MEETING
WEDNES0AY. SEPT 29TH
6 30 PM . ROOM 105
TECHNOLOGY BUILDING
TOPIC CURRENT PROBLEMS
IN STEEL MANUFACTURING

CAMPUS/CITY EVINTS
Sept 28. 1982
BETA ALPHA PSI AND THE ACCOUNTING CLUB PRESENT RECRUITER'S NIGHT WED.. SEPI 29
AT 7-30 PM IN THE ALUMNI SUITE
OF THE UNION 25 TO 30 RECRUITERS WILL BE HERE TO MEET WITH
THE STUDENTS. SOCIAL HOUR
WILL FOLLOW THE MEETINO.
GAMMA IOTA SIGMA PRESENT:
KEN SHROVER-THE EXCLUSIVE
AGENT
•A CAREER FOR THE SELFSTARTER"
TUESDAY. SEPT 28TH, 7:30 PM
206 HANNA HALL-OPEN TO ALLI

LOST AT BHAUTHAUS CfTlZEN
QUARTZ WATCH PLEASE CALL
3S2-2035 REWARD

TonlgM'a MM night!
STUDENTS FOR ANIMALS
Organliattonal Meeting
7:30 pm. tMHeaWM.

RIDES

LOST—m the field blwn Quads Sat
at Bethrub Places, a todies gold Cara
veie walch with 2 mm Mt cords as
the bend Valuable lo owner, sm
reward' Contact Jal 2-4929

come1

RACQUETBALL CLUB MEETING
WED SEPT 29. 220 MSC

BRIAN 03-01'2 EQUALS O.
THANKX FOR HELPING' THE EDU
CATION MAJORS
CAROLYN SCHOLTZ-HAPPV 21ST
BIRTHDAY' GOOD LUCK ON OUR
LITTLE IHA'I ACCOUNTING TESTTHEN LET'S CELERRATE" J S

1 DOMINO'S PIZZA I
THIS WEEK ONLY!!

BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA
AND PAY
THE PRICE OF A SMALL PIZZA
JUST ASK - NO COUPON NEEDED. \

l

P

Z Ts

S'AGAPO
TOOD
PHI MU'S—
THE SK5 EPS WOULD UKE TO
THANK YOU ALL FOR A SUPER TEA
ON FRIDAY ITS THE HEART THAT
SETS US APART
LOVE THE SIG EPS
RONNIE DEFRANCO- Let'sa getta
da family tagether Whalsa matter for
you? Cal Jo. 382-5412M

CHRIS ISN'T THE ONE WHO
SPELLED CONGRATULATIONS
WRONG FRIDAY"

Thanka M everyone srho supported
me In the USD elections'
Deve CoMrnan

Congratulations 10 DJ WHITE and
CHERLY HARTRANFT on their en
gagemenl D J -You're breaking a lot
ol hearts' Good Luck-The Delts

THE BROTHERS OF SIQMA PHI
EPSILON WOULD LIKE TO THANK
THE PHI MU'S FOR A GREAT TIME
LAST FRIDAY NK3HT'

Customlied T-Shlrts 4 Jerseys lor
your group or organization
Lowesl Priest-Fast Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011

THE WASH HOUSE
250 N Main
OPEN 24 HOURS OAJLY

DESIGNER JEAN CLUB: 128 membership enlltMs you 10 15 FREE pair
of top-label, first quality designer
leant. Call 1-841-8713 or 1-882-

T-shirt sek screening It your not
gettmg your shell Irom JEANS N'
THINGS -your probably paying too
much" Jeans N' Thugs, 531 Ridge
St

2853.
Don'l forget to redeem your Frrach's
poster day coupona'

Hey A D Pis- Nice k* el the bathtub
race We've got the spirit of PATA
and we showed it by wmnmg the spelt
award'
TUESDAY IS GREEK MTE AT
SAM B'S!!'
» PM—M»0«ttlHT
WANTED Kappa Delta and Zela
Beta Tau's lo SPONSOR: Speech
and Hearing lo BENIFIT. Greeks to
pfcsy CROQUET, and AU TO WATCH
> HAVE FUN 3rd ANNUAL KAPPA
DELTA-ZETA BETA TAU CROQUET
TOURNAMENT
You deserve a break today Get
breaklaal m bed with Big Chuck and
Feesh Sponsored by WFAL 680am
and McDonalds Listen lor dotaas"
DOIT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Started1

Call 372-OOM
8 Games lor SI with Coesge ID
anytime. At Ski Zone. 132 N Main.
rstal to Finders
WANTED

Ci—O Baby Hooster We saw your
sprit at mud tug and at the bathtub
race Keep up the good work 77XX77

Female roommate needed lor Spring
semester on E. Merry. Across from
Off &g Apt. 2 bath, nice roomnvales Cal Km 364-2114
F. Roommete needed - furnished
escept own bedroom • l mile Irom
campus • no utilities - 150'mo. Call
Ann. 354-1800
If somebody is mtoresled lo sell a
guitar, cal 372-5236 ask for Ventu
[Pay with Cash)
M-flmte needed for fall semester or
entire 82-83 year, furnished 4-man
apt. on E. Wooster. St25fmo t
elect . ph 354-2109, or 352-0747.
M Roommate Needed by Oct 1
Good Loc and Rent
Cal 352-3632
1 F RMTE NEEOED

6TH ST APT 11
$500 SEM CALL 354-1272
F Rmle needed IMMEDIATELY for
remainder ol school year Cal 3527847
2 bedroom rum apl Heat water.
Cable TV paid for A/C. perking lot,
laundry faOetes $340,mo Cal 352

7162
2 Female Roommates needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd snd
High Cat Erica al 352-4062
1 F. rmte. needed Immedletetyl 2nd
I High SI., close to campus. Call
352-4082.
Roommate needed to share expenses for 2 bedroom apartment.
»i55imo. Close lo campus. Call Hal
at 352-1814.

•>* *************** *#

FALL SHOE SALE
FALCON HOUSE
140 E. WOOSTER, 352-3610

,«
.
throu

Sunday

*

^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^ «■ •• • • ggaaa
:
Placement Schedule

•fi *
-**

Education schedules this week.
Sign-Up procedure: At the time of sign-up, you must turn in a copy of your Credential Form for each interview you schedule. Qualified
candidates are those who meet the academic degrees, majors and graduation dales requested by the employers listed below. Those not meeting the
requircmenis will not be interviewed. Important: Only permanent residents (U.S. citizens) are considered unless otherwise indicated.

°*

10-11-82
10-12-82
10-12-82
«n 40 al
ilMaf-Oaf

PEACE CORPS Delroil. Ml

10-12-82
10-13-82

PEACE CORPS VOLUMTEER: B/any major.mosl needed. Biol.. Chem.. Educ
Agri.. Health. French. Span.. Dec.. May. Aug. Gradi. (I) Also at Univ. Hall.

U.S. AIR FORCE

10-12-82

LEADERSHIP/MGMT. POSITIONS IN PILOT* NAVIGATOR AREAS:
Any four year degree or higher. Dec., May, Aug. Grads. (II
2ND LT: (GROUND OFFICERS. PILOT TRAIN- ING): B'any major. Dec..
May. Aug. Gradi and interested Soph, of lunii>IN
CANCELLED-GEOLOGY DEPT
CANCELLED-GEOLOGY DEPT
CANCELLED -Dale scheduled Feb. 3, for ACCT. maiors.

South Bend,IN

TEXACO, INC. linn,!,.,,. TX
TRW, INC.

Krdnndn Brarh. CA

10-11-82

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Toledo. OH

Huwlini Gran, OH

U.S MARINE CORPS Detroit, Ml
GULF OIL CORPORATION

Pittsburgh. PA

REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION

Cleveland, OH

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF INDIANA

CWcafo. 1L

AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORP. Evaaaloa. IL
PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

10-11 82

10-12 82
10-13-82
10-13-82
10-14-82
10-13-82
10-13-82
10-14 82

Parcbaae, NY

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Bloomitigtun. IL

10-14-82

TRW. INC., REPLACEMENT PARTS DIV. Cleveland. OH

10-14-82
10-14-82

WINTERS NATIONAL BANK * TRUST CO. Daytoe. OH
MARATHON OIL COMPANY Flaaflay, OH
NATIONAL CITY BANK

10-15-82
10-15-82

GEOLOGY DEPT.: GEOLOGISTS: MS Geol.Dec.. May. Aug. Gradi. (I)
BRANCH
MGMT. TRAINING PROGRAM B/Admin. Mjmt.. Econ.. Fin..
Mkta.. Prod. Oper.. Sell/Sales, no Accl. or Pert, maiori. Dec.. May Gradi. (I)
INF. SYS. TRAINING PROGRAM: B/Comp. Sci. only. Dec . May Gradl. (I)
MGMT. TRAINEE: B/Mklg.. Retail. Bui. majori. and related. Dec.. May. (I)

C kvrtaad, OH

F.W. WOOLWORTH COMPANY 1-ia.a. OH

ACROSS
1 Agreement: Fr.
6
Palmas
9 Site of Batavia
13 American painter:
1871-1951
14 Rue
Paix
15 British collegian
16 Some riders
18 Ot the color of
gold
19"
tlmeinthe
old town. ."
20 Passes
22 Ear: Prefix
23 Welcome visitor
on the gridiron
25 Miguel ot Mexico
27 East, In Germany
28 Actor James
29 Hawthorne's
birthplace
33 Subject of classic
ntinlrihmAnt
37 Rodgers and Hart
hit 1Q17
40 Native of Tallin
41 Gauge signal
42 Egyptian god of
creation
43 Ukr. orLith
45 Le Rol
(Louis IV)
48 Guys of
derrlng-do
53 Call to action

CANCELLED-also CANCELLED Sprinf date.
ACCOUNTANT: B/M Acct.; FINANCIAL ANALYST: B/M Fin. with 12 hus.
Accl.. Dec.. May. Aug. Gradi. all above (I).
ASSOC. PROGRAMMER: B/Comp. Sci. with
knowledge of COBOL. Dec. Gradi. (I)
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST: 6-9 hrt. Comp. Sci. courte »ork with exposure lo
a major lang. (Cobol. Fortran. PL-I). Dec., May Grads. (2)
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST: B/Comp. Sci., Dec.. May Gradi. (I)
MGMT. TRNEE: B/all Bui. majors. Dec Gradi. (2)

10-14-82

54
56
57
59
61
62
63

Rice
Othello's nemesis
Baltic port
Lady on the line
SonofTelamon
Ger.
Poet William or
Stephen
64 "
hands I
loved..."
65 Nickname, mascullne or feminine
66 Mountain ridge

1
2
3
4
5
A
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
17

DOWN
Exclamation of
disbelief
Love, In Polynesia
French
landscaplst
Sample
Scientific suffix
Berlin Airlift
commander
Relative nf that
smart one?
California city E
of Long Beach
Exercise
Saw
Italian physicist
Dvorak
"'■
Feed The
Animals"
Snares

10-15-82

21 Unkempt woman
24 Like some fiction
26 Give weapons to.
old style
28 En tout
(nevertheless): Fr
29 Marie or Joan, eg
30 Sounds ol
contentment
31 Interference in
tennis
32 Decamp quietly
33 Bolivian export
34 Track circuit
35 Service Inits.
36 LeCarre
protagonist
38 Gullah and Koine
39 Sound of disgust
43 Jump
44 Philippine sea
45 Discard
46 Seance board
47 Above board
48 Capital city near
Inchon
49 Subject ol Blake
poem
50 Site of Boothbay
Harbor
51 Audubon Society
emblem
52 Actor Nick
55 Emu's relative
58 Pioneer's need
60 DC Group

THE
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Roorri lor rent w'cooking prhnledges
even now 354 1 783 or 352 8100
STUDENTS 8 FACULTY
We at* have some race apartments
available Give us a cal for all your
houaing needs NEWLOVE MAN
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 352 5620

Want To Succeed In The Claas
Room?
Want To Be Rich?
Want To Be Succeaalul?
For more Information write to
Joe Cambea Associates
28 Onvers Lane Dept BG
Laurel Springs NJ 08021
Salee Repe Wanled

APARTMENTS
1 trifle Sl45'mo 8 uN . 2 2 Ddrm
S285'mo < utn Deposit Lease NO
PETS 3524285
Across from campus. 1 bdrm fum
apt. I'2 off first month's rent. SI80
plus deposit Lease, no pets Cal
362-4131

LEAD GUITAR AND BASS FOR
ROOTS/WAVE DANCE BAND CALL
DAVID AT 352 4032

Eh Apt St50.'mo. util included 1
month renl tree Cal 352-0916

S250 00 weekly peychecka (tufty
guaranteed) working part of lull time
at home Weekly paychecks mailed
directly to you from Home Office
every Wed Start immediately No
enperlence neceaaary National company Do your work right ai the
comfort and security of your own
home Details and appacation mailed
Send your name and address to.
American Fidelity Company. Hiring
Depl 77. 1040 Lone Star Or New
BraunleB. TX 78130

2 Students Needed For 5 Bdrm
House 319 P*e, Cal 1-267-3341

Today's answers
ANSWER .

FOR SALE
FOR SALE MUST SELL
Yamaha 650cc Special Beeutitul
cond Si 400 or best otter Stack!
Chrome Cal Ted 352 3991
Hitachi

AM—FM stereo cassette
SI 20
Cal 354-1 760

Portable door trip alarm Be safe
wherever you go Simply sap this
alarm in Irom ot your car No nstaaatvjn 6 1/2" long H anyone trys to
open the door an ear-shattering siren
alerts you, scares them away Batlenea included S6 49 Remit check or
money order to Rainbow Sales.
4101 W Beryl Ave . Phoem. Arizona 85021 VISA or Mastercard
accepted Send number ft expiration
dale Phone (6021939-8921

Friday's answers
ANSWER

M. II 11 111 181.11114
II IIII I
imriMH Mt inn. ur.ii.in
niiiti auuiiMnuui.iiiiij
HI ii nil 1
nun
HHf.li:ii:il 41.111
IMIIIJI4I1
I.111UI4I 1 I lllliIII I [I][I][I]
Mr 11411 riiiMi.in main 1
nun i.'.ir.ii:.iuu inimiu

Reaastlc five band graphic equalzer.
S50O0 Cal 352-1130
Save 50% or more on genuine, hand,
made turquoise Indian jewelry New
arrival ol lurquoave nugget poet ear
rmgs-S19 95 Remit check or money
order to Rainbow Sales 4I01 W
Beryl Ave . Phoenix. Anrona 85021
VISA or Mastercard accepted Send
card number and expiration date
Jewelry catalog $2 00 or free with
order Phone (602I939-B921

III
muni
'ii.if.in
I.IIIHIl

111
III4MI I'.l
iiimif.iHii 1111r.1l
11111111 111111: in
I4I.1I.TM IIIIMIII4I
IN [i; is it is

Big help
for small
biisinesses

74 Mustang ll hatchback, auto. pa.
AM/FM cassette, v-6 engine Cal

StMB BMIMM TU WortMkoiw

Kenwood 6050 Receiver
120-150 wans with dubbing, mat.
turn table 2 deck features
Cal Marti at 364-3091

It TO«i f ■ nsnar bu*»ritM Oejartew CCelCeKI TOwt
io<^imSar4>Mra>i4TiD'm4>l»no*iipeK>ai
inM ■portif-opa an trout «■•»
Thel.ca-. "!••■ ,oo ■••■'• oltti ttorwf.ti
•na] rwnumWIUhM arw] riettp reu Ml tap

1980 Bauer

w—*c—mana mme r*Ko>o*»»0ing

Si. 100 or best otter

It
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FOR RENT

<
THE BROTHERS OF
<
DELTA TAU DELTA
5
ARE
PROUD
TO PRESENT THE
* o
ALPHA Xi Pledge Class:

MEETING 9/28
8:30
OVERMAN
*
Room 070
*

MONEY DUE
FOR STEAMBOAT
SPRINGS ON
9/28

(Signs & mailing flyers have incorrect info)
.!-* ""A*
*^" "it*
"^* *4*
O-'V
•K
«^ *"A'
ei^ "it*
e»^ e«K
«-J^. .^
e^"i. 4"
a^ *A*
e^** *^*
e»^ *£*
e-^ *^r*
e»^ *^U
^* ^a>
a^ •>X>
-^v *^
..

TONIGHT
IS
GREEK
NITE
T

WEAR YOUR
LETTERS AND
SEE DOUBLE
AT THE BAR

^

■■

1

4(

354 2280 or 352 6553
The Outpoal Weetarn Store la
rooking for ambhToue aaleclerfc.
Pan-time. Muat be able 10 00111
weefconde. Apply In peraon. 181 1/2
8. Main St.

n.

*

*

MAIN ST.

"

32
31

'

-

1

40

■

7

"

■

17

45

F'(JZZLE

1982 Los Angeles Times Syndic* ite

13

Foreat Apartments
Reasonable
ralea. John Newtove Real Estate

HELP WANTED

DELTA TAU DELTA DELTA TAU DELTA DELTA TAU DEL

INTERESTED IN

AUDIT STAFF: B/M Accl.. Dec.. May, Aug. Orads; MGMT. SERVICES
STAFF: B/M MIS. Comp. Sci.. Dec.. May. Aug. Gradi. 12)
GEOLOGY DEPT.: OEOLOGISTS'GEOPHSICISTS:
B/M/D Geol.. Geophy.. Dec.. May Gradi.
Prod. Oper.. Proc.. Mat. (2) ea. day
FINANCIAL PLANNER/SALES: B/Bui. majori
pec . May. Aug. Grads. Ill
fnl

CROWE, (Ml/Ik AND COMPANY

2 Bedroom > 1 Bedroom apt lor rent
Cal 352-7197

288-2853

The following employers will be on campus (he week of October 11. to interview qualified candidates. Sign-Up for ihese interviews will be held on
Wednesday. September 29. 1982, from 7:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. in the Forum of the Studenl Services Building. There will noi be a sign-up for

The number in O indicates the number of schedules requested by the employer.
)ATE Of V Z"
EMPLOVER

1 8 2 Bedroom Apis Available 3523841 1 1 00 3 00 pm or 354 1120
afler 3 00 pm
^

372-6724 eves

*

GOOO FRIEND'
Many more Happy Birthdays1
A FRIEND ALWAYS

(not valid with any other offer)

1 or 2 M rmtea needed I'l cover
gaa bal. ere'l apat cheap elec M
(SI 5-20/mo ) Have a whole room to
your self al WMthrop Apt Cal 354.
2289. Jeff

1978 VW-Convertlble. Cnampelgn
Edition 36.000 miles, blue with
white top. superior condition Asking
S6.950 Cal 823 3315

FRESHMEN FOLLIES
SEPT 29 ■ OCT 2
JOE E BROWN THEATRE
8 00 PM
SI 00
DOIT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Started!
Call 372-0086

352-1539
9h
Oct. 3rd

1 item 4.90
♦ 2 items 5.55
i 3 items 6.20
* additional items $.65

00 IT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Started!
Cell 372-0088

SAE ULTIMATE TOURNAMENT
FRISBEE FOOTBALL
Fri.. Oct. 14PM
MUSIC
FOOD
DRINK
Entries due Sept 27.
208 SAE 2-1447
Behaid Anderaon Arena
STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSOCIATION MEETING TONIGHT AT 7:30.
McFALL CENTER.

Good

2
cheese 4.zo

*

Marty Lackovtc • Mr Romance. You
have MSI been awarded the FOX OF
THE WEEK AWARD (Accept it with
hurnratyl Love. The Girts ol 2nd Complon

WFAL's Breaklaal in Bed with Big
Chuck and Feesh Listen for details
on 680am Pick up entries at dorm
desks

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
1-800-438-8039

Lost al University Bookstore burgandy backpack with al my notes and
eyeglasses'" Please call Kathleen at
3527097

Anyone present at Howard's, Sept
4. 1982. who witnessed the arrival of
the police andor any arrests made
please contact Adrian Cimerman at

Alpha Delta Pi's the best sorority and
we proved it again al scholarship
desserts Most Improved Average
Best Chapter Average and Best
Pledge Average Let's keep up the
great work m scholarship ihis semestori

SERVICES OFFERED

Lost meaalure Fern Schnauzer on
9 1682
Silver-grey, red cottar.
MiUi REWARD' 352-6085

Linda Kautrnann. Your Chi O Sisters
are proud of the work you do on
WIOT and AM Magazine Love. '"Chi
CIVW

A 0 Pi's- Only four more days unW
HI Do you have your dale yer? If not
you better hurry1

RIDE AVAILABLE TO CHICAGO
AND OH WISCONSIN AREA FRIDAY. SEPT 24TH - AM CALL 3521398

LOST—green Izod wmdbreaker left m
BA 102 on Mon 9 20 Please cal Al
354 1993

•LIL' SMS RUSHMEET THE BROTHERS
AND WHITE ROSES
OF SIGMA NU!
TONIGHT AT 7:30 PM
AT THE HOUSe. SEE YA THERE!

HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S
4-6 PM 1 0-10 PM DAfLYIlllltll

NEED RIDE TO - FROM CINCIN
NAT! ON FRI . OCT 1 WEEKEND
WILL HELP W/OAS. CALL TOM AT
352-8940

LOST AND FOUND

DENNY—
CONGRATULATIONS ON DOING
ACTIVE. YOU ARE THE BEST
KAPPA SKI OF LIFE. LOVE. YOUR
COMPTON tUDOIES.

DOIT!
Yearbook Portraits
Have Started!
Call 372-0081

352 6531 (EXT 2245|

HELP' RIDE NEEDED desperately lo
Dayton or vicinity on weekend of Oct
I Will gladly help pay for gas Cal
Km at 352-2972.

Undergraduate Geronlological Association Tuesday al 8 00 pm in
103 Psychology Btdg Open lo aU'
United Way volunteera
trarrvng session Wed . Sept 29. 23 30 p m . Alumni Room Union

Mr. E. Edward, Representative of
IK* United States SUM Oepl. will bo
on campus on Thurs.. Sop*. 30.
1M2 lo diniiii job opportunities In
tho foreign service Application and
totting deles will also ba eaplained.
Mooting: Student Services Building
In tho Court Room. 4th Moor at 3:30
pm. Interested faculty and atudanta
weliowia.
Public Rotations Studont Society of
America IPFtSSA) meeting tonighl
400 Moseley 8 00 pm AH Wei-

PERSONAL

Found at BA Bu*r*ng. Men's watch
Initials and date on back Please call
352-5887

LADIES OF B G S U
•RUSHSIGMA ALPHA EPSILON LIL SIS
8-10 MON .TUES . > THURS
COME MEET THE MEN OF SAE

[ FEATURING )
ROCK N' ROLL)
FROM THE
1960's and 70's
I
NO COVER]

M

352-3703

>
c
o
m

Tony Dillon
Bob Masterson
Jeff Incell
Dave Fite
Bob Robinaugh Don Downing
Bob Watt
TimKime
RodKisor
Mike Hughes
John Watson
Hans Hanson
John Bishop
Dan Grabeman
a
AND THEIR MAJESTIC
a
AND MYSTERIOUS P.E.'S
J
Jim Weybrecht
Dick Janes

o

m

>
c
o
m
o
m

>

>
o
WHO IS LITTLE CEASAR?
DELTA TAU DELTA DELTA TAU DELTA DELTA TAU DEL
•
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■■■■■■
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Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

~

